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A pleasant change of pace is that unlike previous Smurfs movies, where characters frequently pee on things and take a long time to find the bathroom, this one has characters urinating on things and bathroom lines speeded up. There's still slapstick and comic-relief animation throughout, and one game
show sequence -- if you count the characters' antics on the couch as a game show. Plus, there's a bizarrely pleasing nod to 1980s pop culture, with references to classic Pee-Wee Herman and the "three stooges" (including the revelation that the word "Smurfs" comes from a variant of the word "stooge"). But

for all its lively animation, the movie does have a few serious themes that are appropriate for a slightly younger audience: friendship and teamwork. The Smurfs are always together, and they are willing to risk their lives for each other, especially when they learn that some of their own people are being
mistreated by Gargamel. The roles are roughly reversed in that the Smurfs usually start out as the underdogs and over time become a confident and invincible team. The subplot involving the magical keys and the Fountain of Youth was interesting, but the movie was a bit too slow in getting there and it

wasn't the focus of the film. And, alas, The Smurfs do not return to the forest village that Gargamel stole. Many will have fond childhood memories of the original cartoons. But despite all the improvements (and they are a lot, thanks to the movie's filmmakers), the new Smurfs are still cute and well animated.
And even fans of the original cartoons will probably enjoy the cast (and new voices) of characters like Brainy and Clumsy. But while it was fine for my four-year-old to watch, I couldn't help but think that the lack of dialogue would be an issue for older kids. As noted above, the adult humor is largely in the

visual realm (though the occasional Smurf joke does pop up).
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In this fully animated, all-new take on the Smurfs, a mysterious map sets Smurfette and her best friends Brainy, Clumsy and Hefty on an exciting and thrilling race through the Forbidden Forest filled with magical creatures to find a mysterious lost village before the evil wizard Gargamel does. Embarking on a
rollercoaster journey full of action and danger, the Smurfs are on a course that leads to the discovery of the biggest secret in Smurf history! Besides the goal of driving movie-ticket sales, Smurfs Bubble Story also stands to generate revenue from in-app purchases (for coins that can be redeemed for power-
ups, more bubbles, and extra lives). In the game, published by the Sony Pictures Television Networks Games unit, players must complete an assortment of challenges to build their own collection of Smurfs, including Smurfette, Hefty, Brainyand Clumsy. Ultimately, the goal is to defeat their archenemy, the

wizard Gargamel, and find the Lost Village. Smurfs: The Lost Villageis a downloadable 3D animated adventure fantasy film produced by Colombia Pictures, Sony Pictures Entertainment, The Kerner Entertainment Company, LStar Capital, and Wanda Pictures. The film is based on The Smurfs comic book series
drawn by the late Belgian cartoonist Peyo (actuallyPierre Culliford) and was officially released on 5th April 2017. I tried to use the original video downloaded from Smurf Village but the quality is very poor. I couldn't make it to work. However, with its 3GP file, I had no issue streaming the movie for about 30

minutes on my BlackBerry (i.e. I was able to choose the video size and also the quality. The 3GP is hosted on Smurf Village, the only official website of the film. 5ec8ef588b
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